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Phil. 340 


Ethics of War & Peace  
Term Paper Prompt 


 
Dr. Rodney G. Peffer 


 


 


Please write a separate section on each of the following five topics:  (1) Secession & Civil War; (2) 


(Armed) Humanitarian Intervention; (3) National Liberation Struggles & Guerrilla War; (4) 


Terrorism; & (5) Torture.  You are to analyze and give your opinion on at least some of the issues 


listed within each of these five general topics, but you must write about particular issues that I mention 


prominently; e.g. in Section 4 on Terrorism you must write about the Posada case vs. The Cuban Five 


case, as well as the Battlestar Galactica episodes concerning terrorism.  When analyzing and giving 


your opinion on these issues  you should summarize and critique at least some of the readings (parts of 


books and articles) listed under each topic under Readings Covering these Topics (and Lists of 


Some Sample Cases).  You should also use some of the sample cases in your answers to help illustrate 


and support your positions.  (Obviously, you are not expected to comment on all the sample cases.)   


 


 


1. Secession & Civil War 
 


Preliminary Note:  not all secessionist movements involve civil wars; and not all civil wars are 


caused by secessionist movements.  Most civil wars involve a struggle between two (or more) 


political groupings within a country over which grouping will control the central government and, thus, 


yield power over the country’s entire territory. But there is often a connection between secessionist 


movements and civil wars, in which cases the civil war isn't over control of the central government 


but, rather, over whether part of the current country will split off and become its own country (having 


its own political sovereignty and territorial integrity. That is why they are listed together here.   


 


No one -- or at least very few -- have any problem with Consensual Secessions, in which both sides (or 


all sides) agree to peacefully splitting a country (such as occurred when Czechoslovakia peacefully 


divided into The Czech Republic and Slovakia. But, unfortunately, such peaceful secessions are rare;  


most involve violence to one degree or another; oftentimes full-scale (civil) wars. In those cases in 


which the secession is not agreed to by all relevant parties, does any group anywhere have the right to 


secede from the political entity it lives under so long as it can show that a majority of people who live 


in that area favor secession?  (This is the "Associative Group"  or "Plebiscitary" Theory of the Right to 


Secede.)  But wouldn’t this often (or at least sometimes) lead to more economically developed areas 


within a country -- or areas having more valuable natural resources within a country -- trying to secede 


from greater political entities/states, since the wealthier parts would become even more wealthy if they 


didn't have to share their wealth with the poorer parts of the country?  Or must a group be an 


“ascriptive” group – e.g. an ethnic or religious group whose members have a specific identity different 


than that of other members of the larger society in which they live – in order to have a right to secede?  


(This is the "Ascriptive Group"  or "Conglomerative" Theory of the Right to Secede.  But is majority 


support for secession among an ascriptive group only a necessary condition for a group having the 
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right to secede or is it both a necessary and sufficient condition?  Some -- such as Angelo Corlett -- add 


a further condition to the right to secede; namely, that the ascriptive group wanting to secede is 


descended from the "original inhabitants" of the territory they occupy ... or should be allowed to 


occupy.)  Does any group – ascriptive or not – have a right to secede if its members have not been 


suffering oppression by the greater society/state?  Or is oppression or the violations of basic human 


rights (or basic principles of justice) a necessary condition for any group having a right to secede?  


(This is the "Remedial-Right-Only Theory of Secession," which is held, for example, by Allen E. 


Buchanan.)  Please give your opinion about the (unsuccessful) attempt of the Confederacy to secede 


from the U.S. (leading to the U.S. Civil War); Kosovo's (successful) attempt to secede from 


Yugoslavia in the 2000s; the (so-far unsuccessful) attempt of the Basques to secede from Spain; and 


the currently ongoing civil war in Libya that involves either an attempt of the rebels concentrated in 


eastern Libya to take over the official Libyan government concentrated in Tripoli and western Libya, 


or to secede from it.  (You will be asked to comment on the U.N./U.S./NATO armed humanitarian 


intervention and/or attempted regime change in the next section.)  Are your judgments the same in 


each case; why or why not?  Are civil wars significantly different from wars between states, from the 


point of view of moral theorizing about wars?  If so, how? 


 


 


          Walzer     Orend       Chomsky          Others 


           JUWs                MW             HoS 


 


1.Secession/Civil War     86-107     83-90; 51-72         Buchanan, 
        98-101  Peffer (on Corlett) 


 


Sample Cases:  
America from Britain; Confederacy from US (Union); Texas from US (now); Slovenia, 


Croatia, Bosnia, Kosovo from Yugoslavia; Quebec from Canada; Chechnya from Russia; Tamils  


from Sri Lanka; East Timor from Indonesia; East Pakistan (Bangladesh) from (West) Pakistan (1969); 


Tibet from China; Kurds from Turkey, Iraq, and Iran; Basques from Spain (ETA); South Ossetia from 


Georgia (2008); Palestinian National Authority from Israel; eastern Libyan rebels from Libya as a 


whole (maybe).  


 


2. (Armed) Humanitarian Intervention & Regime Change 
 


Should such humanitarian military interventions be limited to stopping on-going genocides, mass rape 


campaigns, etc. as under current international law, as Walzer argues?  Or should military interventions 


into other countries be allowed – under just war theory and international law – in any country that 


violates or has violated any of the human rights, as they are designated by various international 


covenants and treaties (such as the 1948 U.N "Universal Declaration of Rights")?  How about Orend's 


even more "permissive" view of justified armed humanitarian intervention and regime change, which 


seems to suggest that minimally just regimes can attack regimes that are not minimally just, on that 


basis alone.  (See Orend, pp. 33-40, 52-54, 163, 197, and 203.)  According to Orend, "... a minimally 


just and legitimate community ... is one which does all it reasonably can to 1) gain recognition as being 


legitimate in the eyes of its own people and the international community; 2) inheres to basic rules of 


international justice and good international citizenship, notably non-aggression; and 3) satisfy the 


human rights of its individual members (to security, subsistence, liberty, equality, and recognition)" 
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(Orend, p. 163).  But a problem with Orend's position is that it is all too easy for any wealthy, 


powerful, democratic country to conveniently label any developing country that it wishes to invade as 


failing to do "all it reasonably can" to instantiate these five values (or rights).  (For example, on p. 54 


Orend seems to claim that Cuba is not a minimally just society even though it is one of the very few 


developing country's to have systematically assured its population their subsistence rights, including 


universal health care and education, and which, at the same time, does not kill or torture its political 


opponents, thus protecting their security rights).  Arguably, such a permissive view of armed 


humanitarian intervention and regime change can only lead to more attacks by powerful countries on 


less powerful ones and, hence, to greater international instability.  Such theorists as Walzer and John 


Rawls only require developing societies to the best job they can in protecting and respecting people's 


subsistence and security rights. 


 


If an armed humanitarian intervention is justified (to end an ongoing genocide, e.g.) does this 


automatically justify the overthrow and replacement of the current government of the offending 


country by the invading outside parties (i.e. regime change)?  Or, generally speaking, should such 


interventions be limited to stopping the ongoing human rights violations (e.g. ongoing genocide)?  


Should such interventions be considered legitimate only if they are expressly approved by the United 


Nations (except, perhaps, in certain emergency situations in which there is no time to await the U.N.’s 


approval)?  Would U.S./NATO forces be morally (and/or legally) justified in a forceably regime 


change in Libya in the current -- 2011 -- situation (in which many Libyans in eastern Libya are trying 


to forceably overthrow the Ghadafi regime, which controls the western part of the country? 


 


And how about Cuba’s intervention in Angola, where they were invited to come by the official 


Angolan government after South Africa had begun militarily helping the rebel UNITA group fight 


against the Angolan government (primarily in the southern part of the country).  Was South Africa’s 


intervention justified (given that it was attempting to overthrow the MPLA government that was 


sympathetic to the Soviet Bloc, although not part of it?  And once South Africa had intervened on 


behalf of the rebel forces, was Cuba justified in intervening on behalf of Angola’s government?  


Walzer would label this a “counter-intervention.”  But would Cuba have been justified in intervening if 


South Africa had not intervened on the other side (so long as Angola’s government had invited Cuba to 


intervene on its behalf)?  Was Cuba’s intervention primarily a humanitarian or morally based 


intervention, or an intervention primarily based on its own national interests?  See “Cuban Intervention 


in Angola” ( http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuba_in_Angola#Cuba.27s_first_intervention ) and “How 
Cuba Liberated Southern Africa”  (ERES). 
 


 


          Walzer             Orend           Chomsky          Others 


           JUWs                MW                 HoS 


   


2.Armed Humani-  Preface to 4th ed.   17-18; 25-27;        1-10; 11-      Hayden; RPA Statement 


tarian Intervention  101-108         33-40; 52-54; 90-101;  50; 109-      on the US Foreign Policy 
                 156-158; 197; 303     144              in the Middle East; Peffer 


                       "Hiroshima ...." article.


  


Sample Cases:  




http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuba_in_Angola#Cuba.27s_first_intervention
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Bosnia & Kosovo (1990s); Rwanda non-intervention (1990s); Indian intervention in East Pakistan 


1971; East Timor (1980s); Vietnamese overthrow of Pol Pot government in Cambodia/Kampuchea 


(1979); Cuba in Angola to help MPLA fight against UNITA and South Africa’s apartheid armed forces 


(1975-1991); Darfur (recently); Libya (Spring 2011) 


 


 


3. National Liberation Struggles & Guerrilla Warfare 
 


Preliminary Note:  not all national liberation struggles involve guerrilla warfare; e.g. the Gandhi-


led struggle for India’s independence from Great Britain did not involve a guerrilla war or civil war.  


Conversely, not all guerrilla wars are about achieving national liberation:  some are simply meant to 


overthrow and replace a government or a socioeconomic system within a particular country.  


Nevertheless, these two things often go together and, hence, are listed together here. 


 


Do guerrilla fighters have “war rights” – i.e. rights accorded other official combatants under the Hague 


Agreements, Geneva Conventions, etc. – under either JWT or LOIAC (Law of International Armed 


Conflict)?  Should they have such war rights?  Under any and all circumstances or, as Walzer suggests, 


does this depend upon their level of popular support?  (See Walzer pp. 176-196.) 


 


Should guerrilla fighters be required by JWT and LOIAC to wear distinctive uniforms or insignia that 


can be seen from a distance while deploying for any military operation? Is this true even in cases 


where there is no danger of the guerilla fighters being confused with the non-combatant civilian 


population?  Is this true even if those engaging in guerrilla tactics are engaged in an (otherwise) just 


struggle and are facing an occupier of overwhelming technological and military superiority?  Why or 


why not?  Would you be willing to participate in (or support) such a guerrilla campaign whose 


members refused to wear distinctive uniforms or insignia (because they considered it to be suicidal to 


do so and, thus, to be an abrogation of their duty to oppose repression) if this was necessary to 


effectively oppose an extremely repressive government or occupier?  (The Battlestar Galactica episode 


“Occupation,” which we will watch in class, is extremely useful in testing out our moral “intutions” 


about this matter.) 


 


Although there isn’t a whole lot of other material on Guerrilla War in our readings, I invite you to use 


Van der Linden’s article to analyze if guerrilla wars of resistance may be justified on the part of a 


smaller, weaker country that has been invaded by a hegemonic military power, even if it is impossible 


to keep the hegemonic power from overrunning and occupying the smaller, weaker country,  In his 


essay, Van der Linden argues that the JWT criterion of “probability of success” would prohibit a small, 


weaker country from resisting such an invasion of a hegemonic military power because such resistance 


would be futile and, thus, foolish.  Thus, according to his interpretation of this part of JWT, the 


government of such a smaller, weaker country should always surrender to the hegemonic military 


power rather than trying to resist its invasion and take over of its country.  


 


He also notes that at this point in history, the U.S. is the world’s hegemonic military power, which no 


smaller, weaker nation could stop from occupying its territory, if the U.S. chose to do so.  The 


conclusion he draws is that whenever the U.S. invades a smaller, weaker country the government of 


that country is morally obligated to immediately surrender without offering military resistance.  


However, he also claims that “After surrender, JWT might quite well approve of guerilla or insurgent 
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warfare against the American occupiers because this warfare has a greater chance of success than 


conventional war by forcing the American military to fight without all its huge technological 


advantages.”  (“Just War Theory and U.S. Military Hegemony,“ p. 64) 


 


The main question I have about Van der Linden’s suggestion is why the government of a nation that 


has been unjustly invaded by a militarily superior power – assuming that it is, indeed, an unjust 


invasion – would be obligated to officially surrender before resorting to guerrilla warfare.  Cuba, for 


example, has been preparing for a possible full-scale U.S. invasion for decades but, of course, their 


strategy has always been that of urban and rural guerilla warfare against such an invasion since they 


know that they could not keep the U.S. from militarily occupying their country, if the U.S. chose to do 


so.   They might expend their heavy ordinance – older jet fighters, tanks, etc. – in opposing the first 


wave of such an invasion, knowing that they wouldn’t be able to keep them for long anyway and that 


they could be turned against them by the invading/occupying forces.  But Cuba’s main strategy is 


guerilla warfare … which they claim they would be willing to carry on for months, years, or even 


decades, as necessary.  I have little doubt that if such an invasion ever occurred, the Cuban government 


would not officially surrender to the U.S. but would go underground and try to help coordinate the 


national guerilla resistance.  Under this scenario – assuming the invasion to be unjust, which 


undoubtedly it would be (under anything like the present circumstances) – why should a government 


be obligated to officially surrender to an unjust invader if it might be able to survive “underground” 


and help lead Occupation to such an unjust invasion/occupation; resistance that may eventually force 


the invaders/occupiers to leave (as the France and the U.S. were forced, at different times, to give up 


their military projects in Vietnam and the USSR was forced to give up its military project in 


Afghanistan (in the 1980s)?  Perhaps you would like to comment on this issue in your paper, as well, if 


you have the time. 


 


          Walzer        Orend       Chomsky          Others 


           JUWs             MW             HoS 


 


3.National Liberation          11-26   Van der Linden article; 


Struggles & Guerilla     176-196          69-70;          RPA – “Plan Columbia”, 


War             102           Walzer & Peffer on Vietnam War 
                   


Sample Cases: 


American Revolution (including Francis Marion’s guerrilla campaign in the Carolinas, as depicted in 


The Patriot); Apaches against US (1870s/80s); Filipinos against US (1899-1913); Filipinos against 


Japan (WWII); French partisans against Nazis and its allied Vichy government in France (WWII); 


Serbs and other Yugoslav partisans against Nazis and its allied fascist Ustase Croatian government 


(WWII); Algerian struggle for Independence (against France) 1950s; Vietnamese against French 


(1950s); Cuban Revolutionary forces against Batista dictatorship (1956-59); Vietnamese against US 


(1961-75); Tamil Tigers against Sri Lanka (1960s-2008); Afghan resistance against Soviet Union and 


its allied Afghan government (1980s); Afghan resistance against U.S. and Coalition Forces (2001-


now); Iraqi resistance against U.S. and Coalition Forces (2003-now); Chechnya against Russia (1990s- 


now) 
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4.  Terrorism  
 


For various proposed definitions of “Terrorism” see the sections on Terrorism in my paper "Corlett’s 


Theories of Secession and Terrorism:  A Critique."  You should state which definition of “Terrorism” 


you think is the best one to accept (for purposes of analysis and evaluation in the real world) and 


explain why you chose that definition. Then you should state what normative position on terrorism is 


best (given the definition that you are using).   


 


However, when you talk about terrorism you should consider state terrorism as well as non-state 


terrorism.   The pages assigned from Chomsky’s Hegemony or Survival are primarily about state 


terrorism.  I suppose that it is reasonable to assume that if non-state terrorism is morally wrong (or 


morally permissible) then the other is morally wrong (or permissible) as well.  It would follow from 


this that to hold that individual terrorism is immoral (under all circumstances) but that state terrorism is 


morally permissible under some circumstances is nothing short of hypocritical.  But, of course, you 


have to decide that issue for yourself, as is the case with all moral issues in this class (and in life in 


general).  


   


Is Terrorism unjustified under any and all circumstances?   Is this true even, e.g., against a Nazi 


government, if a terrorist campaign was thought to be effective in overthrowing it or getting the Nazis 


to leave a country they have occupied and repressed?  Even in the imaginary example of humans 


against their extremely repressive Xylon occupiers?  (See Battlestar Galactica, “Occupation” and 


"Precipice" – Season 3, episodes 1 & 2, 2008.)  Would you be willing to participate in (or support) 


such a campaign under these kinds of extreme circumstances, or at least to approve of and support such 


a campaign?  If there were a distinction between Xylon civilians and Xylon military and government 


personnel, would you think it justified to use terrorism against the Xylon civilians as well as the others.  


If you thought that the only way to get the occupiers to leave (or the oppressors to give up power) was 


to carry out terrorist strikes that would kill your own civilians (by setting off bombs in market places, 


e.g.) would you think that is justified?  (See p. 70 of Orend for an explanation as to why some may 


think this is an effective strategy or even the only strategy that will be effective in some circumstances.  


See the appendix on the Battlestar Galactica episodes.  Please compare your moral judgments in these 


instances with your moral judgments concerning terrorist acts in our real world, and try to explain any 


discrepancies between the two. 


 


Also, please give your thoughts on two recent cases involving terrorism and Cuba (and whether 


the U.S. government is being consistent in its reactions in the two cases).   
 


The first concerns Luis Posada Carriles (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luis_Posada_Carriles); for 


more information see:  “Twilight of the Assassins - THE FIRST ACT OF AIRLINETERRORISM IN 


THE AMERICAS” (Nov. 2006), which I will also send you.   


Luis Posada is a convicted terrorist (convicted in Venezuela in the 1970s for bombing a civilian 


Cuban airliner in 1976, killing all 73 people on board) who has admitted to carrying out and helping to 


organize many other terrorist acts against Cuba over the last 45 years (often with the covert support of 


the U.S. military and C.I.A., especially in the 1960s and 70s).  He escaped from the Venezuelan prison 


in 1985, lived in El Salvador and other parts of Central America from 1985 to 2005 (where he was a 


major “player” in the U.S.-backed Contra war against the Sandinista government in Nicaragua in the 


1980s and almost certainly involved in other nefarious activities, as well).  He has been living in the 




http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luis_Posada_Carriles



https://exchange.sandiego.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=106444859af241bbb7f5a7a7dec95436&URL=http%3A%2F%2Fgroups.google.com%2Fgroup%2Fcuba-inside-out%2Ft%2F28a8ebddb73c18a2



https://exchange.sandiego.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=106444859af241bbb7f5a7a7dec95436&URL=http%3A%2F%2Fgroups.google.com%2Fgroup%2Fcuba-inside-out%2Ft%2F28a8ebddb73c18a2
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U.S. for the past several years (after entering the country illegally in 2005).  Both Venezuela and Cuba 


have applied to have Posada extradited to their countries for trial (for prison escape in Venezuela as 


well as to serve out his original prison sentence there, and for many terrorist acts in Cuba).  But the 


U.S. has refused to extradite him and, at last report, even though he is supposed to be under house 


arrest, he is freely walking the streets of Miami, acclaimed a hero by the old guard (anti-Castro) part of 


the Miami Cuban-American community.  Should he be extradited to Venezuela and/or Cuba to stand 


trial?  Given that he is an admitted (and even convicted) terrorist, should he be freely walking the 


streets of Miami (or even merely be put under house arrest, rather than tried for his crimes in the U.S. 


or extradited)?  More broadly, has the (often times) U.S.-backed and/or U.S.-based campaign of 


terrorism against Cuba over the past 45 years been morally justified?  If one claims that it has been 


justified, can one then consistently claim that all terrorist actions against the U.S. are unjustified?  Or 


are they both unjustified? 


 


The second case concerns the Cuban Five (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuban_Five), five 


Cuban intelligence agents who infiltrated a number of right-wing Cuban-American organizations in 


Miami and southern Florida (starting in the 1990s) in order to report back to Cuba these groups’ plans 


and activities for the purpose of thwarting terrorist attacks against Cuba and Cubans.  Given the history 


of “cooperation” between the U.S. government (military, C.I.A., etc.) and such right-wing Cuban 


groups involved in terrorism, the Cuban Five also sought employment at the Key West Naval Air 


Station and “attempted to penetrate the Miami facility of the U.S. Southern Command,” which is 


responsible for all U.S. military operations in the Caribbean and Latin America.  (However, during 


their trial several retired U.S. generals and admirals testified for the defense that none of the Cuban 


Five had done anything that endangered U.S. national security.) When 1n 1998 they reported back to 


Cuba about a possible impending terrorist attack against Cuba by some right-wing Cuban-Americans, 


the Cuban government shared this information with the F.B.I. representatives at the U.S. Interest 


Section in the Swiss Embassy in Havana so that the U.S. government could prevent the terrorist attack 


from taking place and possibly take legal action against those who were planning to carry it out.  “The 


Cubans [also] provided 175 pages of documents to FBI agents investigating Luis Posada Carriles's role 


in the 1997 bombings in Havana, but the FBI failed to use the evidence to follow up on Posada, using 


it instead to uncover the spy network that included the Cuban Five.”  As a result, U.S. authorities 


arrested the Cuban Five in Sept. 1998.  They were charged with various crimes, mostly concerning 


providing false information about their identities, etc. plus first degree murder charges against one of 


them (Gerardo Hernandez) for supposedly having been responsible (in part) for the Cuban military 


shooting down two small civilian airplanes in 1995 flown from the U.S. by four members of the anti-


Cuba group “Brothers to the Rescue” (even though the Cuban government has consistently maintained 


that they were shot down only after entering Cuban airspace … not surprising, perhaps, given the fact 


that some of the terrorist attacks against Cuba have been carried out from such airplanes in the past).  


In any case, the Cuban Five were convicted in a court in Miami (even though, arguably, the strong 


biases and sentiments of most of the Cuban-American community there made a fair trial impossible) 


and were variously sentenced to two life terms (to be served consecutively), life in prison, life in 


prison, 17 years, and 15 years.  (Please see also the full page advertisement in the New York Times 


from March 3, 2004 – under the file name “The Cuban Five ‘Terrorism’ Case” – in our E-RES in the 


sub-folder “U.S. Actions Against Cuba” in the folder “U.S. Military and Foreign Policy Issues.”) 


 


What do you think about this case?  Should they have to serve out these long prison sentences or 


returned to Cuba in some sort of prisoner swap between the U.S. and Cuba?  Was it wrong of Cuba to 




http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuban_Five
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send intelligence agents to the U.S. to try to thwart terrorist attacks against their country?  Would it be 


wrong for the U.S. to send intelligence agents to infiltrate Al-Qaeda or similar terrorist groups in order 


to thwart terrorist attacks against the U.S.?  What would be your reaction if the U.S. conveyed 


information to another country about an impending terrorist attack against the U.S. (being organized 


inside that country) and instead of using the information to thwart the attack, arrest the conspirators, 


and shut down or disrupt the terrorist organization planning it, that country used the information to 


ferret out the U.S. intelligence operatives who had provided the information to the U.S., arrested them, 


prosecuted them, and sentenced them from between 15 years and two life terms in prison?  (When 


thinking about all of these questions concerning Posada and the Cuban Five please recall one of the 


most basic rules of morality; namely, what Noam Chomsky calls the Principle of Universality, which 


can also be called the Principle of Impartiality or expressed in the old saying:  “What’s good for the 


goose, is good for the gander.”) 


 


          Walzer        Orend       Chomsky          Others 


           JUWs            MW             HoS 


4. Terrorism                     97-206,           25-27;       Cha. 4;      Peffer (on Corlett);  
                          Cha. 10         109-115      Cha. 8        Both RPA articles; The 


                               following Articles in Part Two of  


W. Evan’s War and Peace:  Beard,     


Goldberg, Hoffman, Sachs, Capra 


Sample Cases:         
9-11 attacks on US (2001); Tamil Tigers in Sri Lanka; IRA and Protestant militants in Northern Ireland 


(1960s until recently); Basque EPA in Spain (1960s until now); Weathermen in US (late 1960s, early 


1970s); Red Brigades in Italy (1960s until recently); Red Army Faction (Baader-Meinhof Gang) in 


German (late 1960s, 1970s); Unabomber in US; Oklahoma City Federal Building Bombing (1995); 


Algerian resistance to French (1950s); Palestinian suicide bombers in Israel; Jihadist suicide bombers 


[against the Soviets in Afghanistan (1980s), against the US in Afghanistan (2001-now), against the US 


in Iraq (2003-now)]; Soviet state terrorism; Israeli state terrorism; Iraqi State terrorism (under 


Saddam); US state terrorism in supporting and training torturers and right-wing terrorists (e.g. 


bombers) in military dictatorships [e.g. in Guatemala (1954-1990s), Brazil (1960s), Chile (1970s), 


Argentina (1980s), Somoza in Nicaragua (1960s/70s), Contras in Nicaragua (1980s)]; ANC in South 


Africa against the Apartheid South African government (1960s-1990s); imaginary case of Humans 


against Xylons (Battlestar Galactica, “Occupation” and "Precipice" – Season 3, episodes 1 &2, 2008) – 
See Below . 


 


5.  Torture 
 


There are both important empirical (factual) and moral issues that must be addressed under this topic.  


The first is whether torture is ever effective at extracting valuable, true “actionable intelligence” that 


can (potentially) be used to save the lives of innocent people.  It is often said nowadays that “torture is 


never effective” or “can never be known to be effective” but anyone who knows anything about the 


history of torture knows that – unfortunately – there are types of situations in which torture is highly 


effective in this sense.  For example, in situations in which the “authorities” on the torturing side can 


verify the information extracted from torture victims very quickly and with a high degree of reliability, 


torture has often been highly effective – oftentimes “all too effective” from a moral point of view.  


Examples of these kinds of situations are Nazi and other fascist governments using torture to break up 
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“guerrilla cells” or “terrorist cells” within particular towns or cities under their control – such as 


happened under the fascist, Nazi-allied Ustase regime in Yugoslavia during WW II which extremely 


effectively used torture to ferret out the cell structure of the secret resistance fighting against them, and 


then destroying cell after cell after cell until the entire resistance (in this particular form) is destroyed.  


This happened to the urban guerrilla resistance against the fascist Ustase regime in Yugoslavia early in 


WW II and this was the reason that after just one year of urban resistance (in this form) the partisan 


resistance movement (led by Tito and the Communist Party) which was already primarily located in 


the countryside – and especially in the mountains – completely gave up on the urban guerilla resistance 


tactic and evacuated what was left of their urban fighters to the countryside where torture was not 


nearly as effective, given the greater distances involved, the greater difficulty in rapidly confirming 


any information gotten by torture, and the fact that in the countryside a cell structure was usually not 


even employed by Occupation movement, to begin with.  And this “Yugoslavian experience” is far 


from unique. For example, a very similar operation by the French military and intelligence forces 


operating in Algeria was able to almost completely destroy the cell-structured urban resistance by the 


Algerian national liberation movement during the so-called “Algerian Insurrection” during the 1950s.  


Another fact that would seem to be relevant for your analysis of both torture and terrorism (and their 


possible justifications) is that the Algerian resistance movement sometimes used the tactic of terrorist 


bombings of French civilians and Algerian collaborators as a tactic to try to drive the French out of 


Algeria and achieve independence from France. 


 


But even if torture was fairly effective in the Nazi/Croatian fascist government breaking the urban 


partisan resistance in Yugoslavia during WWII, and the French breaking the Algerian resistance (and 


terrorist cells) in Algeria in the 1950s, is it as likely to be effective against a much more far flung and 


diffuse terrorist campaign such as that of Al-Qaeda and its associated organizations around the world?  


Wouldn't this have to do with how rapidly and assuredly the “information” gained from torture could 


be confirmed or disconfirmed?  If so, then even though torture has been (and can be) effective in more 


localized conflicts (such as Nazi torture in WW II Belgrade or French torture in Algeria in the 1950s) it 


may not be effective (or nearly as effective) in less localized conflicts which are multinational or 


global in nature (such as contemporary Al-Qaeda-like terrorism).  I think that those who say that 


“torture is never reliable” or “never effective” probably have in mind these types of situations; and 


they may be correct about torture not being effect in these kinds of situations.  But – for better or worse 


– it seems a gross over-generalization to say that torture, tout court, is never effective in any kind of 


situation. 


 


This seems to me to be a correct analysis of the empirical information we have about torture.  But even 


if this is a correct empirical analysis about torture’s effectiveness it is very important to realize that the 


question of whether torture is (or can be) effective does not necessarily answer the question of whether 


it is morally justified.  Obviously, if torture is not ever effective in, e.g., preventing horrible terrorist 


acts, then it can never be morally justified (on any sane moral view).  And if torture is not effective in 


this sense in some particular kinds of situations – e.g. the kinds of situations that the world currently 


faces with Al-Qaeda and similar far-flung terrorist organizations and movements – then it can not be 


morally justified (on any sane moral view) in those kinds of situations.  But if it is effective in some 


kinds of situations then it is at least, initially, an open question as to whether it can ever be morally 


justified (in those particular kinds of situations).   
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Given this analysis, consider whether torture is ever justified in even hypothetical situations, and 


whether it is ever morally justified in some real-world situations.  And – whatever your answer to these 


questions – consider whether we should have a blanket prohibition of torture, as exists in current 


international law and covenants to which the U.S. is a signatory (which means it is also part of national 


U.S. law, due to the Supremacy Clause in the U.S. Constitution).  Here it is interesting to note that one 


possible position is that torture could be (prima facie or “presumptively”) morally justified in some 


very rare situations in the real world – and, thus, in some hypothetical situations, as well – but that, 


nevertheless, we should support and abide by a blanket prohibition against torture (such as specified by 


current national and international law) because of the very real danger that torture “once out of the 


bottle, can not easily be put back in, or even controlled” and that if legally allowed at all, it will 


inevitably be used in situations not specified by the relevant laws (or moral principles) allowing it in 


only very rare situations.   A “morally heroic” perspective that could go along with this general 


position, is that if intelligence, police, or military personnel who are really – in good faith – convinced 


that they must torture some person (or persons) in order to prevent a terrible action or event (e.g. a 


large bomb –  perhaps a nuclear bomb – going off in a populated area), then if they want to be morally 


heroic they should carry out the torture (or officially allow or order the torture) but then, subsequently, 


turn themselves in to the legal authorities to be prosecuted for clearly committing a crime, and admit 


their crime (plead guilty) and throw themselves on the mercy of the court.   


 


Permutations of these questions would include:  is torture sometimes morally justified to protect a 


basically decent government/ regime against confirmed or suspected terrorists and/or their suspected 


collaborators.  (Presumably, torture would never be justified to protect a government/ regime that was 


not basically decent, such as the fascist – Nazi controlled—Vichy government in WWII France or the 


Xylon regime on New Caprica in the Battlestar Galactica episodes “Occupation” and "Precipice," 


which we will watch).  Does this depend on how likely torture is in protecting a basically good regime/ 


society?  And might this depend on the particular situation?  Or is torture always morally wrong, as 


many maintain. 


 


          Walzer       Orend       Chomsky          Others 


           JUWs           MW             HoS 


 


 5.  Torture          110-112;   Relevant     Henry  Shue & David Luban; 
123;          Pages        Tom Reifer (USD-Sociology) & 


            234                             Ramsey Clark, et al. 


     


 


APPENDIX: 


Dr. Peffer’s analysis of the Battlestar Galactica Season 3 (2008) episodes 3.1 & 3.2, 


“Occupation” and "Precipice" (in which humans carry out terrorist acts against 


the repressive humanoid Xylons who have occupied, executed, tortured, and 


repressed them on their recently settled planet, New Caprica) 
 


Please comment on the four Resistance Actions described below that take place in these two Battleship 


Galactica episodes, as example of urban guerrilla warfare/ partisan resistance/ and, especially, 


terrorism. 
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First Violent Resistance Action 


 


At the beginning of the episode, Gaelen Tyrol (“Chief” – Chief of the Flight Deck on Battlestar 


Galactica when in service) and Samuel Anders (a former professional sports star on the home planet 


Caprica) plant a bomb and set it off as a number of (apparently) high ranking Xylons come out of what 


is probably a Xylon government building on New Caprica, thus assassinating them and wreaking 


havoc as part of the human resistance to the Xylons (who have invaded and taken over New Caprica).  


Importantly, for your purposes in your term paper, there is no difference among Xylons between 


military and civilians (combatants and non-combatants) in that all Xylons fight whenever required to 


do so.  Since, essentially, all Xylons are combatants there is no reason for them to mark the above 


distinction with uniforms or insignia. This also means that all Xylons are legitimate targets of the 


human resistance forces. However, on the planet New Caprica only a relatively few humans are 


combatants (active guerrilla fighters or perhaps "terrorists") so, according to JWT, the human 


combatants should wear distinctive uniforms or insignia while carrying out combat operations.  


(Another example of this that came up in the movie "The Patriot" in which the American irregular 


guerrilla fighters under the Mel Gibson character's command did not wear distinctive uniforms or 


insignia during their combat operations.  Very few Americans who see this film find this objectionable 


under those circumstances.) 


 


Yet the human resistance fighters are carrying out combat AFTER THEIR (HUMAN) GOVERNMENT 


HAS OFFICIALLY SURRENDERED and WITHOUT WEARING DISTINCTIVE UNIFORMS OR 


INSIGNIA.  According to real earth LOIAC and JWT, the first makes them WAR CRIMINALS  and the 


second make them UNLAWFUL COMBATANTS.  (This status is quite often attributed to guerrilla fighters in  


the U.S. wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.)  In either of these cases, combatants are not subject to the Geneva 


Convention (etc.), do not have to be treated as Prisoners of War if caught, and can be summarily 


executed if caught engaging in violent military activities against the ruling or occupying authority, or 


executed after found guilty of such acts by a court or tribunal even if not “caught in the act.”  Do you 


think having these LOIAC laws is correct or should they be disregarded or modified?  Do you think 


that such resistance fighters are doing anything wrong if they decide to be partisans (under a brutal 


occupier)?  If you were in a similar situation as the humans on New Caprica, would you be willing to 


fight in this way against a brutal (Nazi-like) occupying power and (perhaps) associated human puppet 


government (which in the Battlestar Galactica series is represented by President Gaius Baltar) – or at 


least support a partisan struggle of this sort even if you couldn’t fight or didn’t want to go that far?  


Given your answers to these questions, do you think that Iraqi and Afghan resistance fighters against 


the US (and coalition) occupying forces should be treated as war criminals and/or unlawful combatants 


(with no Geneva Convention rights) for fighting after their government has been destroyed and for not 


wearing distinctive uniform and/or insignia?  Are your answers in both cases the same?  If not, why 


not?  What significant differences are there between these two cases (other than one is actual and the 


other fictional)?   


 


Second Violent Resistance Action 


 


 Saul Tigh – “The Colonel” -- who had been second in command on the Battleship Galactica 


when in service, and now is one-eyed since part of his torture by the Xylons included them popping 


out the eye (“It lay there on the floor; looked like a hard-boiled egg,” he tells Gaelen and Sam).  Later 
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in the episode he sends a volunteer suicide bomber on a mission to blow himself up at a police 


graduation ceremony at which the hated human collaborationist president, Gaius Baltar, is supposed to 


attend (but doesn’t).  The victims in this suicide bombing are all either Xylons (all of whom are guilty 


of the occupation because, unlike real world civilians, they all know what is going on and approve of it 


and actively support it) or human collaborators (the police recruits) – except, of course, for the suicide 


bomber himself, who is not a collaborator but a resistance fighter.  


 


In a brief scene while sitting on some bleachers watching a small-time primitive Caprican ballgame, 


Chief Gaelen questions the justifiability of sending the human volunteer suicide bomber to bomb the 


police recruit graduation ceremony:  


 


Chief Gaelen - "I  don't like this one.  I think we're going beyond the line here." 


 


Colonel Tigh - "He's a soldier, Chief.  It's not the first time we've sent a soldier on a suicide mission." 


  "We'll send a message; if you work with the Xylons you're a target." 


  "There's no boundaries for the Xylons; there's no boundaries for us." 


 


 Is this an act of terrorism even though there are no “innocents” (non-combatants or non-


collaborators) being harmed?  Even if it doesn’t qualify as an act of terrorism, is it still morally wrong?  


Or is it a justified act of resistance since it only targets occupying forces and collaborators?  Would it 


be wrong for an Iraqi or Afghan insurgent to carry out a suicide bombing targeting U.S. (or Coalition) 


forces and Iraqi or Afghan collaborators?  Does this depend on whether the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq 


and Afghanistan was morally (and/or legally) justified?  Are your answers in these two cases -- the 


fictional and the real cases -- the same; if not, why not? 


 


Third Violent Resistance Action 


 


An unidentified woman suicide bomber shoots a guard and runs into the interior of a power 


plant (or electricity distributing facility) and blows herself up along with – I believe they say – four 


other humans and 20 or 30 Xylons (who can regenerate but it is still very disruptive to the Xylon 


occupation effort to have their individuals killed or maimed).  In addition, the Xylons report that this 


bombing has caused disruption and chaos in New Caprica (presumably making the human population 


more restive and likely to revolt or “cause trouble).  For our purposes let’s assume that none of the 


humans killed – or other humans who worked at the facility – can be classified as collaborators.   


 


So, now, the human resistance movement has carried out a bombing in which innocents were 


killed (and, others, presumably wounded), and this was a predictable consequence of this action ... or 


so let us presume.  (That is, it must have been known beforehand that the bombing would probably 


result in human noncombatant casualties.)  Is this terrorism?  Even if it is, by definition, terrorism – 


violence against noncombatants/non-collaborators for not only military but longer-term political or 


ideological goals – might it be morally justified?  Let us assume in answering this last question that 


these kinds of bombings do cause considerable disruption and work to make the human population 


more restive and likely to revolt, etc. which make it more likely that the Xylons will eventually just 


give up and leave. (This is clearly what Col. Tigh (Saul) and other resistance fighters believe.)  Of 


course, given that some of the Xylon models already hate humans and would just as soon kill them all, 


such a strategy could lead to the extermination of humans on the planet (New Caprica).  But, for our 
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purposes, let’s ignore this possibility and simply assume that terrorist activities against the Xylons (and 


human collaborators) do make it more likely that the humans will eventually attain their goals of 


getting rid of their Xylon overseers.   


 


Fourth Violent Resistance Action 


 


 We don’t see this one but the three resistance figures – Col. Tigh, Chief Gaelen, and Sam 


Anders -- and, later, Ex-President Roselyn, discuss the tactic of suicide bombing, and even plans to 


bomb markets (presumably containing only or predominately human innocents).   


 


In a scene in their primitive underground site of operations: 


 


Chief Gaelen to Colonel Tigh - "You were going to hit the market place? The market!  Full of 


civilians.  This is crazy.  You know, we need to figure whose side we're on." 


 


Colonel Tigh - "Which side are we on?  We're on the side of the demons, Chief; we're evil men in the 


gardens of paradise sent by the forces of death to spread devastation and destruction wherever we go.  


I'm surprised you didn't know that." 


 


Then, in a slightly later scene in Colonel Tigh 's tent (with Chief Gaelen and Anders also present), Ex-


President Roselyn strongly objects to the tactic of suicide bombing.  But Col. Tigh defends it as 


necessary to advance the goals of Occupation and, thus, justified.   


 


Rosyln - "I don't care that it's effective; I don't care that the Xylons can't stop it; it's wrong.  No more 


suicide bombings Colonel; do you understand?"   


 


Colonel Tye - "What! Are you working for the Xylons now? 


 


Rosyln slaps Colonel Tye's face; and then immediately apologizes. "I'm sorry; I had no excuse." 


 


Colonel Tigh  - "You see:  little things like that; they don't matter anymore.  In fact, not too frocking 


much matters anymore.  I got one job here, Lady, and one job only: to disrupt the Xylons; to make 


them worry about the anthill they've stirred up down here so that they're distracted and out of position 


when the Old Man [Admiral Adamo] shows up in orbit.  The bombings?  They got the Xylons 


attention; they really got their attention; and I am not giving that up." 


 


Rosyln - "We are talking about PEOPLE BLOWING THEMSELVES UP!" 


 


Colonel Tigh - "You know, sometimes I think that you've got ice water in those veins; and other times 


I think you're just a naive little school teacher.  I've sent men on suicide missions in two wars now, and 


let me tell you something: it don't make a god damn bit of differences whether they're riding in a viper 


[fighter spacecraft] or walking out onto a parade ground; in the end they're just as dead.  So take your 


piety and your moralizing and your high minded principles and stick them some place safe until you're 


off this rock and you're sitting in your nice, cushy chair on Colonial One again.  I've got a war to 


fight." 
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 Could these kinds of terrorist acts ever be justified?  If so, does this depend on how probable it 


is that this tactic will actually work (achieve the goals of Occupation fighters/terrorists)?  Does it 


depend on how awful the occupying power or current government/ regime is in terms of their human 


rights violations/ repression? Or is it just a matter of principle that one can’t intentionally target 


civilians?  Or could this come under the Supreme Emergency exception which allows for the targeting 


of noncombatants (civilian populations) in extreme cases, the only difference being that the extremely 


repressive power has already won the initial war of conquest so instead of using terrorist tactics to try 


to prevent the conquest people are using these tactics to get rid of the conquerors/ occupiers/ 


oppressors who are already in power.   


 


 By the way, even though Colonel Tigh describes himself and his collaborators as bring "evil 


men in the gardens of paradise sent by the forces of death to spread devastation and destruction 


wherever we go," this doesn’t necessarily mean that he doesn’t see these acts as morally justified; it 


just means that – like the head of British Bomber Command in WWII who oversaw the strategic 


bombing campaigns against German civilian populations – he doesn’t expect people to see him as 


anything but evil even after the war is over and even if Occupation achieves its goals. Presumably, he 


is so patriotic or, in this case, so committed to the liberation of humanity from the Xylons, that he is 


not only willing to risk torture and death but is even willing, for all time, to give up his reputation 


within his own community as being a basically good person, and doesn’t expect anyone to view him as 


anything different ever again ... a heavy burden, if there ever was one.  (By the way, -- SPOILER 


ALERT -- DON'T READ THIS SENTENCE IF YOU ARE GOING TO WATCH THE NEXT 


EPISODE -- Colonel Tigh is so fanatically devoted to doing his duty as part of the human resistance 


that when he finds out that his beloved wife, Ellen, has been collaborating with the Xylons, he kills her 


… even though her reason for doing so was to save his life and free him from his torture cell.) 
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